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Welcome to your monthly newsletter from the International Federation of Teqball.
This edition celebrates a huge month for FITEQ. From our inclusion as a demonstration
sport for the 2021 Asian Indoor and Martial Arts Games to the launch of our global club
development programme – FITEQ continues to drive its aims and ambitions through
athletic opportunities, capacity building and a robust partnership framework with its
stakeholders.
#WorldIsCurved #StaySafe #StayTeq

INTERVIEW WITH MARIUS VIZER JR, GENERAL
SECRETARY OF FITEQ
Marius Vizer Jr is the General Secretary and an Executive Board member of FITEQ. Vizer Jr served as the
Head of International Relations before transitioning
into his current role. As General Secretary, he continues to play a key role in the global development and
the professionalisation of teqball.

FITEQ ANNOUNCES RETURN TO 12 POINT
SCORING SYSTEM
The International Federation of Teqball (FITEQ) has
published an update to its OFFICIAL RULES AND
REGULATIONS. Under the new rules, the 20 point set
scoring system has been replaced with a 12 point set
scoring system.

FITEQ ANNOUNCES MAJOR INVESTMENT
IN THE SPORT THROUGH CLUB DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME
FITEQ has launched a worldwide club development
programme targeted at supporting the teqball family
during and after the COVID-19 pandemic, and stimulating long-term growth of teqball globally.

FITEQ HAS LAUNCHED AN EDUCATION PROGRAMME
TO DRIVE TEQBALL GROWTH IN ASIA
FITEQ has launched an education programme to
support the ongoing growth of teqball in the build
up to, and after, the sport’s debut as a medal sport
at the Sanya Asian Beach Games 2020.

FITEQ WORLD RANKINGS UPDATE
FITEQ will issue an update of its WORLD RANKINGS
following the return of international teqball competitions. In order to ensure parity for all teqball players,
the April 2020 rankings will remain valid for seeding
purposes until the next update is issued.

INTERVIEW: KOREAN TEQBALL ASSOCIATION
Korean Teqball Association President Yoo Song-Geun
is leading South Korea’s development of the world’s
fastest growing sport. President Yoo has been
passionate about sport from a young age and was an
international level judoka.

INTERVIEW: ADRIAN DUSZAK
Adrian Duszak is one of teqball’s leading stars, using
his freestyle football background to dominate on the
Teq table. The current World Number One in singles
had an exceptional 2019, finishing in second place in
the World Championships and taking home the gold
medal in the Teqball Masters in Saudi Arabia.

FITEQ HONOURED TO BE PART OF 2021 ASIAN INDOOR
AND MARTIAL ARTS GAMES
The Olympic Council of Asia (OCA) confirmed that
teqball will be one of two demonstration sports in
the 2021 Asian Indoor and Martial Arts Games
(AIMAG) which are being held in Bangkok and
Pattaya, Thailand, from 21-30 May 2021.

STATISTICAL COMPARISON - 2018 AND 2019
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS DOUBLES FINALS
The doubles final of the 2019 Teqball World Championships was a rematch of the 2018 Teqball World
Championships final, between Hungary and Montenegro. The statistical comparison can be found HERE.
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